This work is a study of seismic wave scattering by cracks in inhomogeneous geological continua with depth-dependent material parameters and under conditions of plane strain. A restricted case of inhomogeneity is considered, with a Poisson's ratio of 0.25 and both shear modulus and density profiles varying proportionally. Also, time-harmonic conditions are assumed to hold. For this type of material, elastic wave speeds remain macroscopically constant and it becomes possible to recover exact Green functions for the crack-free inhomogeneous continuum using an algebraic transformation as a first step. Subsequently, the complete elastodynamic fundamental solution, along with its spatial derivatives and an asymptotic expansion for small arguments, are all derived in closed-form using the Radon transform. Next, a non-hypersingular, traction-based boundary element method formulation is implemented for solving the planar boundary value problem with internal cracks. This formulation is used for computing stress intensity factors and scattered wave displacement field amplitudes for the case of an inclined line crack in a continuously inhomogeneous medium swept by either pressure (P) or vertically polarized shear (SV) waves at an arbitrary angle of incidence. The numerical results show substantial differences between homogeneous and inhomogeneous materials containing a crack in terms of their dynamic response, with the latter case being a more realistic representation for geological deposits. Finally, these types of results are useful within the context of earthquake engineering, since they can account for the influence of geological cracks in modifying seismically-generated ground motions.
Introduction
Elastic wave propagation through media with complex structure is of paramount importance in various fields, including, among others, structural dynamics, nondestructive testing evaluation, geophysical studies, earthquake engineering, oil prospecting [1] . Focusing on geological continua, the physical problem behind seismic waves involves reflection, refraction, diffraction and scattering phenomena that are difficult to quantify. Additional factors that must be accounted for are soil layering, material inhomogeneity and anisotropy, material nonlinearities and multi-phase media. In addition, discontinuities and cracks in the soil further complicate the overall picture [2] . Specifically, cracks not only act as wave refractors and scatterers, but also as stress concentration points. At the crack tips, a square-root displacement singularity exists, whose strength is described by the stress intensity factor (SIF) as defined in linear elastic fracture mechanics, and may lead to localized material failure [3] . In general, the complexity of problems involving geological media is vast. What is examined here is the influence of nearsurface geological cracks on the development of free-surface ground motions due to propagating elastic waves; this is a problem with applications in near-field studies and in the construction of earthquake response spectra [4] .
The mathematical background behind wave motion in non-homogeneous media involves the solution of partial differential equations (PDE) with variable coefficients. In general, these equations do not possess explicit solutions; this prevents the reduction of the physical boundary value problem (BVP) at hand to a system of boundary integral equations that can subsequently be processed by standard numerical quadrature techniques. Recent efforts along these lines are the work of Vrettos [5, 6] on the propagation characteristics of elastic waves in uniform soil deposits with vertical inhomogeneities of various types, such as bounded exponential shear modulus and a general power law shear modulus. The derivation of Green's function for 2D and 3D inhomogeneous continua using the relatively simple concept of algebraic transformations [7, 8] had the drawback of the dynamic solutions recovered being valid for a restricted class of inhomogeneities. Later on, Rangelov and Manolis [9] derived a Green's function for the half-plane with quadratic variation of the material parameters in terms of the depth coordinate. Also, Mikhailov [10] constructed a special class of localized matrices in lieu of a proper fundamental solution; this reduces the general BVP with variable coefficients to a localized integro-differential equation system that is amenable to numerical treatment. Ang et al. [11] proposed a dual-reciprocity BEM for the numerical solution of 2D problems governed by elliptic-type partial differential equations with variable coefficients, while a multiple crack problem under anti-plane conditions was considered for a certain class of inhomogeneous anisotropic elastic materials in ref. [12] . Finally, Azis and Clements [13] derived boundary integral equations for the numerical solution of PDE that governed the static deformations of inhomogeneous and anisotropic materials.
The basic aim of the present work is the development of a non-hypersingular, traction-based BIEM for solving 2D, steady-state elastic wave propagation problems through cracked inhomogeneous geological deposits with material parameters that vary quadratically with respect to the depth coordinate. The ensuing transient elastodynamic analysis can be done by Fourier synthesis of the frequency domain results. Previous efforts by the present authors [16] on seismic wave propagation in finite-type geological regions with non-parallel layers, surface topography and interface as well as internal cracks, serve as a springboard for this work.
Methodology
The present work can be summarized as follows: First, the elastodynamic fundamental solutions for an inhomogeneous continuum are derived through the use of algebraic transformations in conjunction with the Radon transform. Next, an efficient BEM solution is developed for 2D steady-state problems in uncracked media. This formulation is then followed by the development of a nonhypersingular, traction boundary integral equation formulation for handling interior cracks. Then, a series of convergence tests are conducted by solving benchmark examples. Finally, parametric studies are conducted regarding the dynamic behavior of a geological medium with an inclined crack; these concern the sensitivity of the stress and displacement fields to various problem parameters, such as the degree of soil inhomogeneity, crack characteristics, as well as the type and orientation of the incident elastic wave.
The 2D heterogeneous continuum shown in fig. 1 is characterized by positiondependent material parameters λ = λ(x), μ = μ(x) and density ρ = ρ(x), where x=(x 1 , x 2 ). The governing equations of motion in the absence of body forces and in the frequency domain are 
where the stress equilibrium operator is
and the second term in eqn (1) are inertia forces. It is assumed the material parameters are functions of only one spatial variable, namely depth x 2 , in the form
. Also, the Poisson's ratio is ν=0.25 and the density profile is proportional to the shear modulus profile, that is, ρ(x) = ρ 0 h(x), where μ 0 , ρ 0 are reference values and a, b are constants. The homogeneous case corresponds to the value a = 0. The equations of motion (1) 
In eqn (3), the corresponding stress equilibrium operator is of the form
A Green's function * ( , ) ij U x  may now be derived as a solution of the following transformed PDE system:
Then, the fundamental solution
is the original Green's function corresponding to the PDE system defined in the physical domain, that is, It is noted that the traction-free boundary condition for the crack does not degenerate in the case of an intersecting crack
 . This is known as a boundary condition of the third type. Next, it can be shown that the BVP defined by eqn (5) has a weak solution in an appropriate Sobolev space and that this solution is unique if a Sommerfeld-type radiation condition is satisfied at infinity.
Eqn (5) is solved using the Radon transform, which is defined in the space of rapidly decreasing functions as
and where < , > denotes the scalar product in 2D. Details of the solution procedure can be found elsewhere [15] . The final step in this process involves the application of the inverse Radon transform to recover the fundamental solution * ( , ) ij U x  and its derivatives * , ( , ) ij k U x  in the domain defined by the algebraic transformation.
Specifically, after considerable computation, these are obtained as
and
with 1, 2 k  . In the above, the intermediate functions are defined as follows: What is finally left to do is a simple inverse algebraic transformation for returning to the original physical domain. Thus, focusing on eqns (8) and (9), the fundamental solution (and similarly for its derivatives) is obtained as follows:
3 Non-hypersingular traction-type BEM
The BVP defined by eqns (1) and (2) with an internal crack will now be recast into a system of integro-differential equations for computing crack parameters such as the crack opening displacement (COD) and, as a second step, the SIF. Specifically, let u i be the total displacement field solution given by superposition as 
In view of the equilibrium boundary condition sc i n p p t t   at the crack surface, and using similar arguments as in ref. [2] regarding the conservation law for integrals, the following non-hypersingular traction BEM formulation for field point 
The primary unknowns in eqn (14) are the crack interface displacements and strains , , k kl u u   , respectively. Note that in contrast to the homogeneous case, the fundamental solution and its derivatives computed here and used in conjunction with the BEM depend not only on the relative distance between source and receiver (x-y), but on the field points x and y separately as well.
The above non-hypersingular, traction-based BIE given in eqn (14) will now be used to represent the complete BVP, which consists of an unbounded inhomogeneous geological deposit containing an inclined crack. All surface (actually curves) discretization schemes are accomplished by using just two types of line boundary elements [3] . Specifically, the standard parabolic element is used for all surfaces excluding crack-tips, and the quarter-point element to model the asymptotic behavior of the displacement field in the vicinity of the crack tip. These two elements, along with the Green's functions derived in section 2, are the basic building blocks for generating an efficient BEM software code to recover the steady-state, scattered elastic wave fields around buried cracks. Finally, although the formulation is for time-harmonic conditions, it is always possible to capture the transient nature of the phenomenon by Fourier synthesis.
Numerical implementation issues
At first, the SIF for a nonhomogeneous material described by function ( ) h x is calculated using a traction formula [2] and subsequently normalized by the following factor:
In eqn (15), of the solution by the factor given in eqn (15) . This formula also gives a maximum value for the stress acting on the incident plane wave front, which is assumed to remain finite as 0   . Finally, the amplitude of the scattered displacement field is computed directly using eqn (12), after inserting the COD recovered from the solution of eqn (14).
Verification study
The verification study essentially investigates the sensitivity of the SIF in a continuously homogeneous medium with a crack. The key parameters identified are (i) orientation angle  of the crack with respect to the horizontal 1 Ox axis;
(ii) incoming wave incidence angle  with respect to 1
Ox ; and (iii) the material properties as given by dimensionless function h(x) = 1 for the homogeneous case.
Note that normalization of the dynamic SIF is done by using its static value for the homogeneous material, that is, 0 ,
More specifically, fig. 2 [17] .
In all the plots of fig. 2 , which are for an incoming P-wave, excellent agreement is observed between the two groups of results, which are obtained by what are essentially two very different methods, across the entire frequency range of interest. In most instances the agreement is to within plotting accuracy, although in a few isolated cases (usually at high P k  values) there is some divergence of the order of 1-3%. More results for an incoming SH-wave can be found in ref. [15] .
Numerical parametric studies
Following the above validation study, stress concentration and wave scattering phenomena are now investigated in three different continua containing a crack, namely the homogeneous, the stiffening and the softening (with increasing depth) cases. The key parameters here are crack orientation angle φ(-π/2, π/2), incoming wave incidence angle θ and dimensionless material property function h(x), which is set up for two different values of the depth scale, corresponding to 'slow' (L = 520 m) and to 'rapid' variation (L = 40 m) of the material properties.
At first, the analysis is focused on the normalized (by the static homogeneous material value) SIF, for both modes I and II, at the left crack-tip of a finite crack inclined by φ = π/4 with respect to the horizontal. Table 1 summarizes results at three values of the normalized frequency k p α, where the average overshoot in all SIF (save for the SV-wave Mode II SIF) is about +67% and -33% for the rapidly softening and stiffening profiles, respectively. This last SIF shows a far more pronounced overshoot of +1000% and -250% for the respective two profiles. In comparison to all these results, the milder profile (L = 520 m) yields minor differences compared to the homogeneous case.
It is well known that cracks act both as stress concentrators and wave scatterers. Thus, in order to investigate the scattered displacement field, observation points are introduced above and below the buried crack, which is located at depth d = -100 m (see fig. 1 ). A P wave with incident angle θ = π/2 (that is, moving directly upwards) is used, while the crack orientation is φ = π/4. The incident displacement amplitude (only the real part is shown) for P wave propagation in the absence of a crack versus dimensionless frequency k p α is given in fig. 3 for observation point A located above the crack at depth d/2. Three basic cases are considered, the softening material (curve 1), the background material (curve 2) and the stiffening material (curve 3), all defined across the short depth scale of L = 40 m. The scattered displacement field that develops because of wave-crack interaction is next shown in fig. 4 . Additional information regarding observation point B located below the crack at depth 2d can be found in ref. [15] . The following observations can now be made: (a) The incident wave travels with increasing amplitude at higher frequencies, while the presence of inhomogeneity decreases or increases the vertical amplitude u 2 as the shear modulus profile becomes stiffer or softer, respectively, in the direction of propagation. As the wave reaches more distant stations (that is, goes from point B to A), the effect of inhomogeneity is cumulative in the sense that displacements increase even more for the softening profile (and vice-versa for the stiffening profile). Since the ratio of real to imaginary displacements (the latter are also given in ref. [15] ) remains nearly constant, there is relatively little signal dispersion with distance, which is a consequence of this rather special type of inhomogeneous material with macroscopically constant wave speeds.
(b) The presence of a line crack, inclined by φ = π/4 with respect to the path of the propagating wave, complicates the picture significantly. First, a sizeable horizontal component of motion u 2 of the same magnitude as the vertical one emerges. Next, at point A, the rather smooth frequency variation of the incident wave is now disturbed, with peaks in the response followed by low points. The only consistent pattern of behavior here is the spread between inhomogeneous (irrespective of the type) and homogeneous materials is far less pronounced (but still detectable) than before. This indicates the relative importance of scattering in the presence of a crack compared to material inhomogeneity. The situation with observation point B located below the crack is different, see also ref. [15] . There, frequency dependence of the displacement amplitude is more smooth and reminiscent of that exhibited by the incident wave. However, a sizeable difference remains between vertical and horizontal components, with the former showing a very smooth variation compared to the latter. Also, the relative importance of inhomogeneity is again re-established in the sense that the spread in results between inhomogeneous and homogeneous materials is quite wide, especially for the softening case. Table 2 summarizes all this information by giving the maximum overshoot of inhomogeneous over homogeneous displacement response (real part) for both observation points, in the medium with and without the crack. At point A, the overshoot range is 15% to 20% for the softening material and -25% to -30% for the stiffening material, respectively. At point B, however, this overshoot increases substantially and the corresponding range is now 100% to 200% for the former and -50% to -60% for the latter material, respectively. 
Conclusions
In summary, it is seen that inhomogeneous materials may have a significant influence on both near-field stress concentrations and far-field scattered wave motions. Although a very particular type of inhomogeneous material was examined here, it seems plausible to argue that the same basic trends hold true for more general cases. Furthermore, the recovery of scattered wave fields in fractured inhomogeneous continua is important in earthquake engineering for synthesis of artificial accelerograms and for soil-structure-interaction studies.
